Appendix A

Photographs
Photo 1. Construction Entrance Crossing 670' East of West Rd. (Node 624) - Downstream Side

Photo 2. Construction Entrance off West Rd. (Node 610) - Looking Downstream
Photo 3. West Rd. Crossing (Node 456) - Looking Downstream
Photos taken 12/21/2005  By: Hood/Tran

Photo 4. West Rd. Crossing (Node 404) - Downstream Side

Photo 5. Ditch Junction Adjacent to Herring Ditch Rd. (Node 438) - Looking Downstream
Photos taken 12/21/2005

Photo 6. Ditch Junction Adjacent to Herring Ditch Rd. (Node 438) - Looking Downstream

Photo 7. Church Entrance off Dominion Blvd. (Node 486) - Looking Upstream
Photos taken 12/21/2005 By: Hood/Tran

Photo 8. Church Entrance off Dominion Blvd. (Node 488) - Looking Downstream

Photo 9. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 362) - Looking Upstream
Photo 10. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 364) - Looking Downstream

Photo 11. Ditch Adjacent to Cedar Rd. (Node 188) - Looking Upstream
Photo 12. Ditch Adjacent to Cedar Rd. (875’ North of Node 188) - Looking Downstream

Photo 13. Lake Adjacent to Sawyer's Arch (Node 126) - Looking Downstream
Photos taken 12/21/2005
By: Hood/Tran

Photo 14. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 594) - Looking Downstream

Photo 15. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 592) - Looking Upstream
Photo 16. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 594) - Downstream Side

Photo 17. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 592) - Looking Upstream
Photo 18. Cedar Rd. Bridge (Node 594) - Looking Downstream

Photo 19. Cedar Rd. Crossing (Node 660) - Looking Upstream
Photos taken 12/21/2005

Photo 20. Cedar Rd. Crossing (Node 662) - Looking Downstream

Photo 21. Cedar Rd. Crossing (Node 660) - Upstream Side
Photo 22. Dominion Blvd. Crossing (Node 630) - Upstream Side

Photo 23. Number Ten Ln. Crossing (Node 448) - Upstream Side
Photos taken 12/21/2005 By: Hood/Tran

Photo 24. Number Ten Ln. Crossing (Node 448) - Looking Upstream

Photo 25. Number Ten Ln. Crossing (Node 450) - Looking Downstream
Photo 26. Ditch on West Side of New Mill (Node 208) - Looking Upstream

Photo 27. Ditch on West Side of New Mill (Node 216 & 218) - Looking Upstream
Photo 28. Ditch on West Side of New Mill (Node 216 & 218) - Looking Downstream

Photo 29. Culvert on West Side of New Mill (Node 218) - Downstream Side
Photo 30. Culvert on West Side of New Mill (Node 216) - Upstream Side